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Flash Crash Update

Our weekly Compendium

Our Chart of the Day (COD) weekly compendium offers insight into the

macro signals, global trends, market perspectives, sector calls and

actionable ideas highlighted during the week.

As IT Fires On All Cylinders, Revisiting HCL Tech

We have been actively tracking new leadership dynamics in HCL

Technologies ever since the relative breakout with the Nifty IT Index

from an eight-year base structure. With all stars aligned, the stock

opens the next big target of 2100, which could be a 12-18 months

target.

Runaway Boom Parameters Prevail

We have cited stock return metrics earlier that indicate upward of

35% returns for many stocks in this faster returns’ regime. One

upcoming Nifty target is near 23600 based on the channel breakout.

Further positive surprise in Hero MotoCorp

The latest outperformance in Hero MotoCorp is from a point of

extreme underperformance in the sector. The new cycle of

outperformance is accompanied by a picture of under-ownership that

augurs well for bigger Alpha. With leaders like TVS Motors having

covered considerable runway, a sustainable innings of the laggards

seems to be underway. The first green shoots for a tactical

outperformance of Hero MotoCorp over TVS Motors have emerged.

IT Aims 25% Higher Outperformance Than Banks

We had covered the big fight between two heavyweight sectors --

Banks and IT -- with strong expectations of IT winning the battle with

prospects of a 35% outperformance over Banks. With the latest

banking crash, the IT relative ratio with Banks has broken out of long-

term resistance, targeting another 25% outperformance.

Flash Crash Update

We have highlighted a key Nifty level based on the average since 4th

December 2023. Latest survival was anchored around that key level of

21400. The seeds of turbulence might catalyze changes in the

character of the market rally. In this case, increased apathy toward

heavyweight banks & financials (after a reflex) and renewed

enthusiasm for its antithesis. One offshoot can be broadening of flows.

fueling more conviction in other winning sectors and themes.

We do note writings in the subsequent slides are as per previously

published COD during the week.
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With IT Firing on All Cylinders, Revisiting HCL Tech

15 January 2024

We have been actively tracking the new leadership dynamics in HCL Technologies ever since the relative breakout with the Nifty IT Index from an eight-year base

structure. In our last update, we are looking at the Big Base breakout in absolute trends, giving minimum projection near 1700

(https://www.elaracapital.com/researchpdf/COD22Nov2023.pdf). With the sectoral macros beginning to fire on all cylinders, an update is warranted. With all stars

aligned, the stock opens the next big target of 2100. This could be a 12-18 months target. As we have reiterated, IT has entered the second leg of its bull market

and HCL Technologies can flourish. The relative ratio with the Nifty is currently at a one-year new high, reinforcing both sectoral and market leadership

https://www.elaracapital.com/researchpdf/COD22Nov2023.pdf
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Runaway Boom Parameters Prevail

16 January 2024

After one-day flash crash, the Nifty has consolidated for 15 days. The runaway boom has resumed, responding smartly to the outermost layers of support. Stocks

above 20DMA dipped to 50% as the Nifty took support at 20DMA. The mean-reversion of 10-day returns became the optimum entry point. We compute an

approximate colour on the trader sentiments based on stock futures open interest dissection (box1). The long interest shows a dip last week, which might have

become the ripe background for the next leg-up. We have cited stock return metrics earlier that indicates upward of 35% returns for many stocks in this faster

return regime. Our minimum target perspective on the market is aligned to that rather than a Nifty target

(https://www.elaracapital.com/researchpdf/COD8Jan2024.pdf). One of the upcoming Nifty target is near 23600 based on the channel breakout drawn on the Nifty

chart here

Box1

https://www.elaracapital.com/researchpdf/COD8Jan2024.pdf
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Further positive surprise in Hero MotoCorp 

17 January 2024

The latest outperformance in Hero MotoCorp is from a point of extreme underperformance in the sector. We had highlighted when the relative ratio with the Nifty

Auto Index hit the 2007 lows. The November rally has been the strongest declaration of bigger upside when multiple tops near 3300 were taken out. This breakout

had a minimum projection toward 5300, followed by projections near 7300 in the next 18-24 months. The new cycle of outperformance is accompanied by a picture

of under-ownership (box 1) that augurs well for bigger Alpha. The relative ratio with the market (box 2) has given an important breakout that promises 15%

outperformance with the market in the intermediate to medium term. With leaders like TVS Motors with covered considerable runaway, a sustainable innings of the

laggards seem to be underway. The first green shoots for a tactical outperformance of Hero MotoCorp over TVS have emerged (box 3). Previous coverage:

Box1

Box2

Box 3

https://www.elaracapital.com/researchpdf/COD29Nov2022.pdf https://www.elaracapital.com/researchpdf/COD1Dec2023.pdf

https://www.elaracapital.com/researchpdf/COD29Nov2022.pdf
https://www.elaracapital.com/researchpdf/COD1Dec2023.pdf
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IT Targets Another 25% Outperformance Relative to Banks

18 January 2024

We had covered the big fight between two of the heavyweight sectors – IT and Banks -- with a strong expectation of IT winning the battle with prospects of a 35%

outperformance over Banks (https://www.elaracapital.com/researchpdf/COD21Nov2023.pdf). January 17’s move has firmly entrenched this picture with another

25% left of the move. We note this is the minimum target and extension beyond that would redraw the whole orbit to a further massive scale that will be too tough

to comprehend. With January 18’s Banking crash, the IT relative ratio with Banks has broken out of long-term resistances (box). The script in favour of IT fits well,

as we have spent two years from the peak and investor interest has mean reverted to the rewarding inflexion point. On the contrary, heavyweight banks and

financials have been possessing a picture of the best is behind us

https://www.elaracapital.com/researchpdf/COD21Nov2023.pdf
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Flash Crash Update

19 January 2024

While analysing the 20 December flash crash, we have opined “in the breakaway or runaway boom phases, one usual style of correction is the flash crash variety of

1.0 or 1.5 days from where quick resumptions unfold” (https://www.elaracapital.com/researchpdf/COD21Dec2023.pdf). Here is an update of the chart that was

presented then as we look at the current flash crash with similar lenses. Short-term new lows have spiked to 70%, equating what was seen at the December panic.

As the previous flash crash saw a market-wide selloff, panic measures have spiked. One example was the short-term correlation between stocks as displayed here.

Similar panic is not witnessed now as it was single-stock driven. This means the market mostly finding a low above the December 21 low. That low was 20976 and

the current one as on 18 January’s 21285. We have highlighted a key Nifty level based on the average since the election surge. January 18’s survival was anchored

around that key level of 21415. The seeds of turbulence might catalyze changes in the character of the market rally. In this case, increased apathy toward

heavyweight banks and financials (after a reflex) and renewed enthusiasm for its antithesis. One offshoot can be broadening of flows fueling more conviction in

many winning sectors and themes.

https://www.elaracapital.com/researchpdf/COD21Dec2023.pdf
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The Note is based on our estimates and is being provided to you (herein referred to as the “Recipient”) only for information purposes. The sole purpose of this Note is to provide preliminary information on
the business activities of the company and the projected financial statements in order to assist the recipient in understanding / evaluating the Proposal. Nothing in this document should be construed as an
advice to buy or sell or solicitation to buy or sell the securities of companies referred to in this document. Each recipient of this document should make such investigations as it deems necessary to arrive at
an independent evaluation of an investment in the securities of companies referred to in this document (including the merits and risks involved) and should consult its own advisors to determine the merits
and risks of such an investment. Nevertheless, Elara Securities (India) Private Limited or any of its affiliates is committed to provide independent and transparent recommendation to its client and would be
happy to provide any information in response to specific client queries. Elara Securities (India) Private Limited or any of its affiliates have not independently verified all the information given in this Note
and expressly disclaim all liability for any errors and/or omissions, representations or warranties, expressed or implied as contained in this Note. The user assumes the entire risk of any use made of this
information. Elara Securities (India) Private Limited or any of its affiliates, their directors and the employees may from time to time, effect or have effected an own account transaction in or deal as
principal or agent in or for the securities mentioned in this document. They may perform or seek to perform investment banking or other services for or solicit investment banking or other business from
any company referred to in this Note. Each of these entities functions as a separate, distinct and independent of each other. This Note is strictly confidential and is being furnished to you solely for your
information. This Note should not be reproduced or redistributed or passed on directly or indirectly in any form to any other person or published, copied, in whole or in part, for any purpose. This Note is
not directed or intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction, where such distribution, publication,
availability or use would be contrary to law, regulation or which would subject Elara Securities (India) Private Limited or any of its affiliates to any registration or licensing requirements within such
jurisdiction. The distribution of this document in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law, and persons in whose possession this document comes, should inform themselves about and observe, any
such restrictions. Upon request, the Recipient will promptly return all material received from the company and/or the Advisors without retaining any copies thereof. The Information given in this document
is as of the date of this report and there can be no assurance that future results or events will be consistent with this information. This Information is subject to change without any prior notice. Elara
Securities (India) Private Limited or any of its affiliates reserves the right to make modifications and alterations to this statement as may be required from time to time. However, Elara Securities (India)
Private Limited is under no obligation to update or keep the information current. Neither Elara Securities (India) Private Limited nor any of its affiliates, group companies, directors, employees, agents or
representatives shall be liable for any damages whether direct, indirect, special or consequential including lost revenue or lost profits that may arise from or in connection with the use of the information.
This Note should not be deemed an indication of the state of affairs of the company nor shall it constitute an indication that there has been no change in the business or state of affairs of the company
since the date of publication of this Note. The disclosures of interest statements incorporated in this document are provided solely to enhance the transparency and should not be treated as endorsement of
the views expressed in the report. Elara Securities (India) Private Limited generally prohibits its analysts, persons reporting to analysts and their family members from maintaining a financial interest in the
securities or derivatives of any companies that the analysts cover. The analyst for this report certifies that all of the views expressed in this report accurately reflect his or her personal views about the
subject company or companies and its or their securities, and no part of his or her compensation was, is or will be, directly or indirectly related to specific recommendations or views expressed in this
report.
Any clarifications / queries on the proposal as well as any future communication regarding the proposal should be addressed to Elara Securities (India) Private Limited.
Elara Securities (India) Private Limited was incorporated in July 2007 as a subsidiary of Elara Capital (India) Private Limited.
Elara Securities (India) Private Limited is a SEBI registered Stock Broker in the Capital Market and Futures & Options Segments of National Stock Exchange of India Limited (NSE) and in the Capital Market
Segment of BSE Limited (BSE).
Elara Securities (India) Private Limited’s business, amongst other things, is to undertake all associated activities relating to its broking business.
The activities of Elara Securities (India) Private Limited were neither suspended nor has it defaulted with any stock exchange authority with whom it is registered in last five years. However, during the
routine course of inspection and based on observations, the exchanges have issued advise letters or levied minor penalties on Elara Securities (India) Private Limited for minor operational deviations in
certain cases. Elara Securities (India) Private Limited has not been debarred from doing business by any Stock Exchange / SEBI or any other authorities; nor has the certificate of registration been cancelled
by SEBI at any point of time.
Elara Securities (India) Private Limited offers research services primarily to institutional investors and their employees, directors, fund managers, advisors who are registered or proposed to be registered.
Details of Associates of Elara Securities (India) Private Limited are available on group company website www.elaracapital.com
Elara Securities (India) Private Limited is maintaining arms-length relationship with its associate entities.
Research Analyst or his/her relative(s) may have financial interest in the subject company. Elara Securities (India) Private Limited does not have any financial interest in the subject company, whereas its
associate entities may have financial interest. Research Analyst or his/her relative does not have actual/beneficial ownership of 1% or more securities of the subject company at the end of the month
immediately preceding the date of publication of Research Report. Elara Securities (India) Private Limited does not have actual/beneficial ownership of 1% or more securities of the subject company at the
end of the month immediately preceding the date of publication of Research Report. Associate entities of Elara Securities (India) Private Limited may have actual/beneficial ownership of 1% or more
securities of the subject company at the end of the month immediately preceding the date of publication of Research Report. Research Analyst or his/her relative or Elara Securities (India) Private Limited
or its associate entities does not have any other material conflict of interest at the time of publication of the Research Report.
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Disclaimer for non U.S. Investors
The information contained in this note is of a general nature and is not intended to address the circumstances of any particular individual or entity. Although we endeavor to provide accurate
and timely information, there can be no guarantee that such information is accurate as of the date it is received or that it will continue to be accurate in the future. No one should act on such
information without appropriate professional advice after a thorough examination of the particular situation.

India
Elara Securities (India) Pvt. Ltd.
One International Center, Tower 3, 21st Floor, 
Senapati Bapat Marg,  Elphinstone Road (West) 
Mumbai – 400 013, India
Tel : +91 22 6164 8500

Europe
Elara Capital Plc.
6th Floor, The Grove, 
248A Marylebone Road, 
London, NW1 6JZ, United Kingdom
Tel : +44 20 7486 9733

USA
Elara Securities Inc.
230 Park Avenue, Suite 2415, New 
York, NY 10169, USA
Tel: +1 212 430 5870 
Fax: +1 212 208 2501

Asia / Pacific
Elara Capital (Asia) Pte.Ltd.
One Marina Boulevard,
Level 20, 
Singapore 018989
Tel : +65 6978 4047

This material is based upon information that we consider to be reliable, but Elara Capital Inc. does not warrant its completeness, accuracy or adequacy and it should not be relied upon as such.
This material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any security or other financial instrument. Securities, financial instruments or strategies mentioned herein may
not be suitable for all investors. Any opinions expressed herein are given in good faith, are subject to change without notice, and are only correct as of the stated date of their issue. Prices,
values or income from any securities or investments mentioned in this report may fall against the interests of the investor and the investor may get back less than the amount invested. Where
an investment is described as being likely to yield income, please note that the amount of income that the investor will receive from such an investment may fluctuate. Where an investment or
security is denominated in a different currency to the investor’s currency of reference, changes in rates of exchange may have an adverse effect on the value, price or income of or from that
investment to the investor. The information contained in this report does not constitute advice on the tax consequences of making any particular investment decision. This material does not
take into account your particular investment objectives, financial situations or needs and is not intended as a recommendation of particular securities, financial instruments or strategies to you.
Before acting on any recommendation in this material, you should consider whether it is suitable for your particular circumstances and, if necessary, seek professional advice.
Certain statements in this report, including any financial projections, may constitute “forward-looking statements.” These “forward-looking statements” are not guarantees of future performance
and are based on numerous current assumptions that are subject to significant uncertainties and contingencies. Actual future performance could differ materially from these “forward-looking
statements” and financial information.

Disclaimer for U.S. Investors

Disclaimer & Standard warning
Registration granted by SEBI and certification from NISM in no way guarantee performance of the intermediary or provide any assurance of returns to investors.
Investment in securities market are subject to market risks. Read all the related documents carefully before investing.

Research Analyst or his/her relative(s) has not served as an officer, director or employee of the subject company.
Research analyst or Elara Securities (India) Private Limited or its associate entities have not received any compensation from the subject company in the past twelve months. Research analyst
or Elara Securities (India) Private Limited or its associate entities have not managed or co-managed public offering of securities for the subject company in the past twelve months. Research
analyst or Elara Securities (India) Private Limited or its associate entities have not received any compensation for investment banking or merchant banking or brokerage services from the
subject company in the past twelve months. Research analyst or Elara Securities (India) Private Limited or its associate entities may have received any compensation for products or services
other than investment banking or merchant banking or brokerage services from the subject company or third party in connection with the Research Report in the past twelve months.
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